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"A radical approach to children's TV. . . . Seiter argues cogently that watching
Saturday cartoons isn't a passive activity but a tool by which even the very young
decode and learn about their culture, and develop creative imagination as well.
Bolstered by social, political, developmental, and media research, Seiter ties
middle-class aversion to children's TV and mass-market toys to an association
with the 'uncontrollable consumerism'--and hence supposed moral failure--of
working class members, women, and 'increasingly, children.' . . . Positive
guidance for parents uncertain of the role of TV and TV toys in their children's
lives."--Kirkus Reviews "Sold Separately is about television and toys, and the
various roles that they play in the lives of children and parents. In particular,
Seiter examines toy advertising, both in print media and on television; TV
commercials; toy-based video for girls, with an in-depth look at "My Little Pony";
action TV for boys, using "Slimer and the Real Ghostbusters" as her case study;
and the stores where toys are sold, both Toys "R" Us and the more upscale
shops . . . contains many provocative observations."--Women's Review of Books
"Ellen Seiter has a holiday message for yuppie parents who feel guilty shopping
at Toys "R" Us. The mass-produced toys that dominate the chain's shelves need
not be the enemy of every right-thinking parent. "Ghostbuster" figurines and "My
Little Pony" can share the toy chest with those sensible wooden
blocks."--Chronicle of Higher Education "Emphasizing problems of
socioeconomic class, gender, and race stereotyping, this study acknowledges
the usual parental complaints about toys like Barbie and G.I. Joe, but insists that
they do play an important role in children's culture, especially for working class
families. A thought-provoking analysis."--Wilson Library Journal "In this thought
provoking study, Seiter reasonably urges parents and others to put aside their
own tastes and to understand that children's consumer culture promotes
solidarity and sociability among youngsters."--Publishers Weekly "An important
book for those desiring an overview of the toy industry's impact on consumer
culture . . . [it] presents a fair and well-balanced view of the industry."--Kathleen
M. Carson, associate editor, Playthings "A refreshing, thoughtful, and insightful
investigation of an enormously important subject--consumer culture for kids. . . . I
can't recommend it highly enough."--Janice Radway, Duke University, author of
Reading the Romance
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York
Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's
consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and
excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an
idea.
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Children's Fiction
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???,??????:????,????.".
Reviews movies that are available on DVD or tape. Each entry includes title, alternate
title, one-to four-bone rating, year released, MPAA rating, brief review, length, format,
country of origin, cast, technical personnel, awards and made-for-television/cable/video
designations.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Evolution of Calpurnia Tate by Jacqueline Kelly. In
Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai
Fong Books, Inc.
Lists prices for more than 75,000 publishers from 1961 to the present.
This study of disaster movies from the 1970s, through reception theory and queer theory,
chronicles how the genre rose to prominence, sank into critical and popular disrepute, and
became unintentionally campy. This analysis of 'high concept camp' draws from diverse
methodologies and theories.
A guide to programs currently available on video in the areas of movies/entertainment, general
interest/education, sports/recreation, fine arts, health/science, business/industry,
children/juvenile, how-to/instruction.
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